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South Hall goes 'co-ed'
•

8~ :\ \'\C \ :\HS01'
,\cth itic, Editor
Ac1H:d filth floor and amodern language
housc on thc c1ghth floor arc somc of the
1nnmat1ons ,11 South Hall. according lo
:\id, Maddox. Charlotte. 1'..C.. graduate
student and rcs1dcnt dircctor of the dorm.
"South is a rathcr conservative co-ed
dorm." Maddox said. "Fifth and eighth
floor arc no diffcrcnt than any other floors
except there arc males on one end and
females on the other end. They have the
same visitation rules as the rest of the dorm,"
he said.
]his year there are no welded-shut fire doors
on any floor Maddox views the co-ed floor
arrangement as an integral part of dorm life
that the residents are mature enough to
handle. Residents of the floor are upperclassmen and all have single rooms.
Residents of fifth floor like the living
arrangement and feel they are safer having
males living on the floor. Sheila Smith, New
Orleans senior and resident advisor for the
girls, said the floor 1s alot 4uieter since the
fire doors aren't locked. "This floor makes
you feel like an adult. This is the best floor
I've ever lived on and Ireally like it," Smith
said.

Smith ,aid the only problem on the floor is The mod~ language house on eighth
,11th ouhiders coming on the floor. "We had floor will trv to teach floor residents both
onc incident of aguy man-handling agirl. foreign languages and cultures. Manena
hut thc guy wasn't c,cn a South Hall h1vos. the women's resident advisor on the
rcsidcnt. Thc incident happened early in the tlo;lr will bring aSpanish influence to the
c1cning and 11as taken care of very 4uickly," floor.
Frenchman Pierre Fauve. the men's
Smith said.
has only been in the United
Marv .lo Hudson. Charleston junior. likes residentforadvisor
afew weeks. This floor will have
the tl;lor and said there had been no States
both
independent
programs and will also
problems. '"The guys have respect for us and involve itself with dorm
projects.
Ifeel much safer having them on the floor." One of the most important
Maddox
Linda Cummings, New York City wants to accomplish in his firstthings
year as dorm
sophomore. likes the floor and feels safer director of South Hall is to brmg
about a
since the guys live there.
in the image of the dorm.
"They should have done it along time change
"I want to eliminate the negative "100"
ago." said Margaret Rollins, Man senior. image
of South Hall," Maddox said. "I want
Felicia Owens, Charleston senior, likes the
to be proud of living here. The
floor because the people act like adults. "I the people
and Ideveloped agreat rapport with the
think it's really good that Marshall has staff
residents
and
to see things happen for
finally .iccepted the co-ed arrangement," she the residents,"Iwant
he said.
said.
From the large attendance at the first
Ed Corkran. Wheeling sophmore and • dorm
Maddox feels · that the
assistant resident director of South Hall, residentsmeeting,
care about the dorm and are
thinks the idea is working and the people are "interested doin bnngingabout
change. "I want
mature enough to handle it.
use some of the energy of the residents to
"This floor is quieter and it's much easier toimprove
the
dorm.
If
the
who are
to study here,'' said James Bookman, making complaints would people
help solve 1the
Parkersburg senior. "There have been no
changes would occur,'' he said.problems, and Ithink this 1s amuch better problems,
Maddox plans to make the dorm program
system. You have more of achance to make more
e4uitable and worthwhile for all
friends,'' he said.

students. He is planning to teach aclass in
yoga. ha1c fund-raising projects to increase
the social bank account for the dorm. hold
Ilea markets. start afree paperback library.
and ha1e both educational and recreallonal
dorm trips tor residents. He also plans to
bring in a female counselor and a male
counselor to discuss methods of birth control.
Dorm gmernmcnt is another area that
Maddox hopcs to involve residents in more
actively. 'Tm gomg to be the advisor
because I want to keep dorm government
acti1e. The resident advisors on every floor
will be the ad, 1sors for each representative
on the floor. There will be two representatives on each wing,'' he said.
Maddox hopes by having the residents use
their energy in a more positive way,
1andalism and wanton destruction will be
decreased. "A more interest-relevant
program and a unified positive atlltude
about what South Hall can become, will be a
reality if we work together to make it better,''
hc said.
"The reorganizat10n of Student Affairs is
going to be beneficial to everyone-student,
staff and admm1stration because it has
opened the lines of communication,'' Maddox said. "This reorganization will have a
positive affect on dorm life."

By STEVE IGO
Managing Editor
Thundering Progress.
If you thought you heard arumble or two
yesterday, there was no real need to look up
at the sky.
That rumble came from Student Activities
and Opus One in the Memorial Student
Center
T~e reason'> ore other than
prehmmary stretchi g of muscles by the
Homecomng '77 program.
!hat first tremor was actually the sale of
student tickets for the "Heart" concert
Friday, Sept. 23, at the spanking new
Huntington Civic Center (the MU affair 1s
the first use for the new center). The tickets
went on sale yesterday at Opus One in the
MSC.
The special student price is $5 per ticket
(plus 25 cents tax) and, since only 3,000 were
made available to students, staff and faculty,

they're not expected to last too long,
according to Nancy Hindsley, Student
Activities Coordinator.
"We could get only 3,000 of these special
university priced tickets," she said. "All
tickets being sold to the public are going for
six and seven dollars, and when these 3,000
run out, that's the price the students will have
to pay, too."
The tickets are on sale on afirst-come,
first-serve basis, upon presentation of avalid
MU U:>.",card.·. Only one l.D. card'wiU be
honore'd per student, so Marshall dates ~ust
pick up his/ her'own·ticket. Non-student
dates must purcha,e regular tickets.
The second'tremor is going on right now
and will continue through Friday.
Nominations for Homecoming Queen are
being accepted for all full-time female
undergrads and grads who are ~ligible.
Nomination forms are available at dorms,

Greek houses, and the information desk and
the Student Activities office in the MSC.
And from now until the week of Sept. 19-24,
those rumbles and tremors will gradually
build into aroar. On Saturday, Sept.14. the
MU Homecoming Parade will be held in
conjunction with the WOWK-TV Parade Of
Progress.
. On Monday, Sept. 19, aStroh's SuperStar contest will be held on central intramural field. Five events will make up the
contest, with thmgs like bubble-gum bubble
blo~ingand afrisbee throw to test the lesser
known athletic abilities of students.
The "super-star" will win aIQ-speed bike.
A50 cent entry fee is re4uired, and all money
collected will go to the National Direct
Student Loan Fund.
Tuesday, Sept. 20, comedian David Frye
will be on hand in the Multi-Purpose Room

Warren S. Meyers, former director of
housing, was promoted to director of
auxiliary enterprises and 1s responsible for
student housing, campus food services, the
Memorial Student Center and the university
bookstore.
· Harty E. ' Long, former manager of
'&(iminis.trative services', became director of
that area, Long's duties are purchasing,
space planning, receiving and inventory
reporting, transportation and vehicle
maintenance, safety and property risk
management and communication services.
Donald L. Salyers' position as director of
security remains unchanged. Ray A. Nissen
continues as the director of personnel and
Marvin E. Billups retains the title of
affirmative action officer.
In the student affairs division, the first
major personnel change came with the
March 28 announcement of the resignation
of Dr. Richard G. Mund, vice president for
student affairs. In his announcement, Mund
said his reason for leaving was that he felt he
had achieved his goals at Marshall. His
resignation was effective Aug. I
(Continued on page 4)

of the MSC to entertain students and
faculty. The show is free to all students with
avalid I.D. or to alumni with apass.
Amini-concert previously believed dead
due to student government's failure to pass a
budget, has been rescued Just for homecoming week by the Student Activity Min·iconcert Committee. Wednesday, Sept. 21,
Happy The MnII ill appear ¼ith Joi for a
music-fest mthe Smith Recital Hall,
beginning at 8pm.
Wednesday through Friday on central
field astudent arts and crafts fair will be held
under atent.
fhursday evening is reserved for the ageold bonfire and pep rally on central
intramural field. Coffee-House entertainment is pending.
And Friday, of course, is the big day for
"Heart" at the .Civic Center
Prior to the Saturday Homecoming game,
the tent used for the arts and crafts fair will
be moved to Prindle Field to house a
luncheon. Price is $2.50 per student except
for dorm students with meal tickets, who'll
be able to chow down for 25 cents.
The theme of "Southern Comfort" for
Homecoming was dropped this Summer in
order to adapt Huntington's theme of
"Parade Of Progress", hence "Thundering
Progress", according to Hindsley.

RRRRumble

Moving in mind
Chaos reigned supreme as students arrived at Twin Towers East to
find only one elevator working last week.

No.a

Initial 'tremors' shake MU's campus
as Homecoming '77 begins eruption

Reorganization complete after summer change
By PAl LE. PAGE
Editor
After a summer of hmngs, resignations
and personnel upheavals, Marshall University's administration has reorganized its
chain of command into acorporate pyramid
form of administration.
According to MU President Robert B.
Hayes, the reorganization has streamlined
daily operat10ns and its impact already 1s
being felt
"!he reorganizat10n has already impacted
in our behalf in the administration and in
some of the activities we have," Hayes said.
"We have less people with whom to work,
the line are clearer in terms of who is
responsible for what, and in that way, I
believe it makes it easier to work."
Ihe details of the reorgamzat10n have
been in the planning stages for three years,
Hayes explained
"lh1 isn't anew, first-thought organization,"he said. "It goes back to my first days
in the office of• the president when Ibegan to

make some changes which agreed with my
ideas in terms of administration. This is
something which every president, when he
comes into office, begins to do."
The reorganization plan limits direct
access to the president to three persons Dr.
Olen E. Jones, executive vice president; C.T.
M1tchell, director of 1Jniversity relati..ons;
and Dr. Bernard Queen, director of development and executive director of the Marshall
Foundation, Inc.
Queen, former dean of the College of
Education, assumed his present position
July I.
The plan has the university's six vice
presidents reporting to Jones, the executive
vice president. The vice presidents are
Joseph C. Peters, fiscal affairs; Paul Hines,
community college; Robert W. Coon,
medical school; Karl J. Egnatoff, administration; Richard G. Fisher, student
affairs; and Noel J. Richards, academic
affairs. Athletic Director Joseph H. McMullen also will report to Jones.

Major personnel changes have occurred in
services, utility systems, grounds
the divisions headed Egnatoff, Fisher and custodial
maintenance and major repairs and
Richards.
Egnatoff, former director of plant renovations.
operations, was promoted to vice president
of administration effective July I. Egnatoff
is responsible for personnel, administrative
services, facilities operation and
maintenance, security and auxiliary enterprises.
Each of these areas is headed by adirector
or superintendent.
During the first few days of
Along with Egnatoff, several other ad- classes,things
are get fairly hurried and
ministrators received promotions.
harried. And if things around campus
John C. McKinney, former director of aren'
enough-the Homecoming
publications, was promoted to com- Queent rushed
nomination deadline is
munications manager. McKinney is respon...yep, this FRIDAY.
sible for publications operations, printing Friday
Nominations are currently being
and duplications services, mailroom accepted
for all eligible full-time female
operations and the telephone system.
and grads by the Student
Gene G. Kuhn, former assistant undergrads Homecoming
Committee.
superinte_ndent of buildings and grounds, Activities
Nomiriation
are available at
was promoted to director of the facilities dorms, Greek forms
houses,
the
information
operation and maintenance,-waste disposal, desk in the Memorial Student Center and
Room 2W-38 in the MSC.

By MARK PAXTON
For The Parthenon
Car dnvers, there is some good news and
some bad news
1-irst the good news: more than 400
additional parking spaces have been created
by the construction of new parking areas for
both transient and dormitory students.
!he bad news is that no one knows how
soon parking permits will be issued, and
soonc ot the existing lots have been renamed.
If th, has become confusing, hang on.
"We have increased parking this semester
by more than 400 spaces,"said Director of
Physical Plant Operations Karl Egnatoff.
According to Egnatoff, this has been
accomplished by the creation of Parking
Arca 'New F.' fhe area previously called 'F'
is no\\, Parking Area 'S.' New Fwhich will be
used exclusively by faculty and staff,
occupies the north si!)e_of Third Avenue
across from Smith Hall. Area F, on the north
silk of Ih1rd Avenue across from the James

E. Morrow Library, will be for students
only.
In addition, Areas Wand Ton either side
of Price's Bakery on Third Avenue west of
17th Street have been created for dormitory
residents using their cars infrequently.
According to Donald Salyers, director of
MU Security, which is in charge of parking
this year, permits for the university's parking
spaces are being issued, but there is no way of
knowing when permit distribution will be
completed. "Right now it's 4uite amess," he
said.
Salyers said dormitory residents wishing
to use areas Wand Twill be allowed to do so
until permits are issued. The fee for using
these lots is $3 each semester.
Egnatoff said since areas Wand Tare on
the site to be used for Marshall's multipurpose facility, they will be fenced but not
paved. Present plans call for the relocation
of the two lots when facility construction

begins to the south side of Fifth Avenue
across from Twin Towers, the site intended
forMarshall's new baseball stadium.
What will the addition of these new areas
do to the permit 'waiting list?' 'When TicToc
Tire( 18th Street and Third Avenue) comes
down in November, we should be able to
satisfy nearly all the people on the waiting
list,' Egnatoff said. When the Tic Toe Tire
Co. lot is ready for use, the north side of
Third Avenue from 16th to 19th streets will
be entirely MU parking Jots, with the
exception of three houses the university has
agreed not to ra1.e until the residents move or
die.
Egnatoff said the new parking spaces
would probably be enough to meet the
present waiting list, but more students may
apply when they learn of the additional
spaces. Parking permit information is
available at the Security Office in the
basement of Old Mam.

Queen bids

due Friday

Campus parking areas tO increase
by 400 new spaces this semester

Wednesday
Dateline
.Cloudy ...

r

~

foday's outlook calls for paruy cloudy
skies with achance of showers and ahigh
of 80 degrees.
Tonight's forecast 1s for co,1tinued
cloudy skies with a chance of showers.
The 1011, will be 65.
Good morning! Today's Parthenon is the
first issue for the fall semester. For regional,
national and international news, please turn
to page 7.
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Editorials

Let's abolish
Student Senate

When a body has been rendered
wtally inactive for an extensive period
oftime and begins to give off afoul and
putrid stench, it is usually safe to assume
it's dead and needs to be buried.
As far as analogies go, this rs the
present state of the MU Student Senate.
For at least two years and probably
longer, the Senate has been so riddled
with factionalism, bickering, internal
chaos---and incompetence that little if
anything productive has come out of its
weekly, circus-like meetings.
As it now exists, the Senate is agross
mockery of the concept of student
representation. Such a massive turnover rate exists among the senators
that anyone who places himself on the
ballot is practically assured of eventually inheriting aseat.
And regardless of the good intentions
of the many, the Senate seems to
inevitablely attract a few with petty,
tyrannical ambitions who manage to
always destroy any hope of progress or
improvement.
The student body expressed its desire
to change the Senate in the spring of '76
when it approved a referendum mandating its ·restructuring; the Senate
chose to ignore the wishes of the

students and shuffled around the issue.
The rot which is eating away at this body
is so widespread that even the direct
voice of the students could neither halt
its progress or reverse it.
The Senate is dead. It permeates the
air with the administrative equivalent of
malodorous stink. The time has come to
bury it.
Asensible and reasonable alternative
exists. The Senate could be abolished
and agoverning board of aproximately
12 students established in its place. The
members of this board could be elected
at large from the university community
and could serve one year terms. A
constitutional clause requiring each
candidate to submit a petition containing 50 student signatures before they
could be placed on the ballot would help
insure that those elected truly have some
student support.
This is only one possible alternative;
other more workable plans could easily
be designed in arelatively short period
of time.
The main point is that Senate is both
useless and counterproductive and
should be abolished and replaced as
soon as such action would be feasible.
(PEP).

Reorganization:

atime of change
Over the summer, the Student Affairs
Division underwent great transformation. The division was reorganized, one
administrator was fired, others resigned
and some promoted. Among the
division's top levels, there is little left
from the old Student Affairs Division.
These changes will result in atransition period as the new personnel become
adjusted to their duties. Unfortunately,
this period will be longer than necessary
because the university waited until
summer to make the changes.
It would have been better if the
reorganization had been announced
before students departed for the
summer break. This would have
allowed more time to advertise new and
vacant positions. Also, new personnel
might have been able to be on campus
working when students returned this
week instead of coming on board during
the semester. By the time they become
familiar with their duties, the fall
semester may be over.

selected women for two posts with the
new Student Life section. While women
constitute a substantial part of the
Marshall population, they have never
been prominent in administrative
positions of this university.
This summer, Dr. Richard G. Fisher,
the new vice president for student
affairs, said the reorganization would
result m "better relationships ahd
clearer understanding of what is expected of each division." Certainly, no
one can argue that this is an undesirable
goal.
He also said success of the reorganization depended on the new divisions
maintaining good communication with
each other and not going through him
on every matter. Perhaps this decentralization of responsibility will lead tda
lessening of red tape and increase the
response of the division to the needs of
students.
If Fisher achieves his goal, the
university will have· made substantial
progress in better serving its students. If
it fails, alot of time, effort and money
However, it is awelcome sight to see a will have been wasted and students will
search committee established to screen become increasingly cynical about the
applicants for the new positions has university's commitment to them.
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Comment ry

How Ispent my vacation Take atrip
to Mimi's.
by Tony Fitz1erald

It is obvious. Although many
Marshall students may have enjoyed a
wonderful, exciting, exotic vacation,
most of us peons had to content
ourselves with sitting around, drinking
near-beer and eating cold beef-a-roni
before heading off to our exciting job in
the warehouse (or fish-and-chips joint,
etc.). Face it, finding acollege student
with enough money to go on awild,
stimulating vacation in a wonderful
place is like finding acopy of Hustler at
aD.A.R. meeting.
BUT...(trumpet fanfare) just because
you had a boring vacation does not
mean you have to be truthful about it.
So, in the interest of more and better
lies, this paper presents a multiple
choice "How I Spent My Suinmer
Vacation". Just mix and
match...choose your dream vacation
story, and tell it to all your friends.
Don't worry about them finding you out
(you fraud), because they will be doing
it, too.

HOW I SPENT MY SUMMER
VACATION
A) fun.
This summer, Ihad B) bubonic plague.
C) money to burn.
A) failed my last final,
So after I B) infected all of Europe,
C) burned my money,
A) went to the beach.
I B) went to Africa.
C) went to work.
A) avoided sharks.
Every day, I B) had spear battles with
natives.
C) punched atimeclock.
A) met abeautiful
But one day, I B) joined Idi
C) refused to
A) get lucky with her,
I tried to 8) get his autograph,
C) punch my boss instead,

A) acrab crawled into my trunks,
but B) he couldn't remember who he
was,
C) he stapled my nostrils together,
A) still lives there today.
and B)frankly did not care, either.
C) pulled my freckles off.
A) sunburn,
Also, my dad got B) eaten by cannibals,
C) assaulted,

A) stay indoors.
and had to B) quit his job.
C) puke.

But, although the food was A)B) lousy,
lousy,
C) lousy,
I am looking forward to
spending next summer there.

City offers something for everyone
You are living in acity of more than

Editorially Speaking
70,000 people with an .-~timated
metropolitan area of 150,000 residents
bv
Bob Butterworth
and a trade area of approximately
450,000 consumers. Pocketed within
Huntington is a university containing
over 10,000 full- and part-time student$. "college bar," aplace to meet beautiful

So what do these ·people do with
rhemselves in a middle-sized midwestern,-eastern-northern-southern
city?
·
Let's take alook at you, for rnstanc.e.
First, since you are astudent, you will
probably go to class and study books.
In between the academic regimentation
you have opportunities to meet 'new
people, talk wiih them and learn where
you stand in relation to others m
situations resembling yours.
Soon you ml!-y feel the desiri:: to
expand your associations and wander
away from the incessant student union
chatter concerning who is or is not a
good professor or why Student Senate is
worth thinking about or whether we
Should support or deport the furniture
store owners on Tbird Avenue so
Marshall can build the athletic coqiplex.
IT IS POSSIBLE that you will grow
weary of university politics and decide
to confront the matter by escaping.
The first stop on the exodus from
intellectual bondage is usually the

women or cute guys, drink good
whiskey, dance, yell and "catch abuzz."
Though considered arelatively small
city, Huntington has the trappings of a
major city: bars, restaurants, movie
houses, house parties, lawn parties,
block parties, concerts, strange acquain-;,
tances, great varieties of the members of
the opposite sex and, for those who let
such things concern them, confusing
politics.
There is an awesome offering of
religious life for those who are so
inclined. Show me a str(;et corner in
Huntington and I'll show you achurch.
If you are new to the area you may
soon notice that Marshall and Huntington are experiencing a significant
growth period. When I moved to
Huntington three years ago, the city's
urban renewal program and Marshall's
expansion program were just getting on
their feet.
Since then, Marshall has almost
incorporated amedical school, initiated
acommunity college, received financial
approval for a'sports complex, business

·Commentary

"Bionic Wart, SUDS"
highlight TV season

by Mark Paxton
The approach of autumn for years has
heralded the traditional beginning of
two great endeavors-the start of both
the school year and tlle new televisio11
season.
This year, as in every year, there will
be afantastic assortment of incredible
new shows. Listed here are just afew of
the exciting new series you will see this
fall.
The Bionic Wart-a growth produced by a radioactive frog is surgically
altered until it can hear sounds from as
far as six inches away. In the first
episode. enemy agents attempt to
destroy Wart by smearing him with
Extra-Strength Compound W.
Love Bus- talcs of lovers and other
strangers as they cavort aboard a
Greyhound bus bound for such renown
romantic resorts air Tijuana. Boise and
Schenectady,.
SUDS -a situation comedy about
the sexual hangups of two families who

building, remodeling of Old Main and
the Science Hall, and has built Harris
Hall and an art galler5'. This is not to
mention the parking lots that turned
Third Avenue into an asphalt prairie.
Also, plans for a centrally located
ampitheatre have been in the blueprint
stage for over ayear.
Huntington has altnost finished a
two-block pedestrian plaza, replaced
down town sidewalks and lighting
systems, built apost office branch on the
west end of town, received funding for a
county library to be located downtown
and built acivic center complex.
This growth is joined by the business
community as can be seen in the
Downtown Holiday Inn, several new
apartment complexes and social institutions, many new businesses in the
downtown and fringe areas and an
armload of new restaurants and
nightclubs. Soon an enclosed mall
containing over ahundred stores will be
constructed at the 29th Street and
Interstate 64 interchange. This is very
impressive for atown of Huntihgton's
size. 1tseems there is plenty of activity
to involve almost any major at
Marshall. Before Icomplain about what
arotten one-horse town Huntington is
and cry over the lack of life at Marshall,
Iwill try to work with what's at hand-a
lot of interesting stuff.

jointly own alaundromat. This show
chronicles their myriad fantasies,
fetishes, and diseases.
Burbank Behind Closed Doors
receiving the most pre-season publicity
of any show in years, this mini-series
goes inside the boardrooms and Do you have aquestion, an answer, a
bathrooms of this California city's civic problem, asolution, acomplaint, some
leaders to get the poop on how and why
or just something to say?
decisions are made in the geriatric praise
Write aletter to the editor.
capital of the western world.
The Parthenon welcomes letters
concerning Marshall University's community. All letters must be signed and
include the address and telephone
number of the writer.
In Search Of... - hosted by R2D2. Letters should be typed and no longer
this 4uasi-scicntific series studies in- than 300 words.
depth many natural phenomena. Ths The Parthenon reserves the right to
first episode is titled "In Search Of... reject letters and to edit for length and
Someone to Ax." and deals with potential libel.
Marshall University's rapidly growing Guest commentaries are also
unemployment rate.
welcome.
Letters may be delivered or mailed to
Roots II the return of this popular the Interchange editor, The Parthenon,
show traces the ancestory of afamily of Smith Hall Room 311, Marshall Unshrubs from its start in agreenhouse in h·ersity, Huntington·, W. Va. 25701.
pre-historic Pittsburgh.
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Summer shake-up jolts MU
By l'IA ('llMMINGS

Staff Writer
alleg~-d racial prejudice. In
and
submitted to the BOR,
MARTIN HARREI.L material
he was described as having a
lnterchanie Editor
pompous air and being
The Student Affairs Division "philosophically
heavy"in conhas lost four top administrators
This was the same as
amid a comprehensive versation.
a "smart, uppity nigger,"
reogrnni1.ation implemented over being
the summer. Three have resigned Dickerson said. It is apolite form
and one has been dismissed. of racism, he said.
Resignations include Dr. Earlier. sources had said
Richard G. Mund, vice president L>ickerson
planned to contest hi&
of Student Affairs; Dr. Richard appeal
by arguing he had been
W. Waite, associate dean of fired because
personality
Student Development; and Jane conflicts withof other
adBilcwicz. assistant dean of Stunot for his job
dent Life. Charles E. Dickerson ministrators,
Jr. was dismissed as associate performance.
But at the time his appeal was
dean of Student Affairs.
denied, Regent Frederick Stamp,
chairman
of the BOR's Appeals
The firing of Dickerson took·
said "there was no
most of the summer and may not Committee,
involved that any action
be over yet. After the West charge
was
taken
because
race or sex."
Virginia Board ofRegents(BOR) Dickerson said ofStamp'
s statedenied his appeal of the firing, he ment
concerning the absence of
filed acomplaint with the Equal any racial
or
sexual
discriminaOpportunity Commission in tion charges indicated to him that
Pittsburgh. Pa.. according to the committee did not read his
Bonnie Frye, his former appeal.
He said he demonstrated
secretary.
in his evidence.
Dickerson was notified in May racism
Material obtained by The
that he had been fired effective Parthenon indicated that his
Aug. I. At that time, he and the firing
was a result of conflict
univer-sity refused to comment on
Dickerson and Fisher.
the reasons for his dismissal. between
Stamp said Dickerson had

Fisher hopes
shift successful
The persons involved madministrative changes at Marshall
will decide the success of administration reorganization, not
just the changes themselves, says
Dr. Richard G. Fisher, vice
president of student affairs.
"l think the reorgani1.ation
itself won't make any changes. It
depends on the people involved.
They will, or they won't, make the
changes we seek.
"We need to open up com\nunication campus-wide,
enoug1!f> students will feel this in
~1onf run," he added. "The
great~ challenge is for people to
'make it happen'-everybody
working together."
Fisher named areas he hopes
the "change" will affect, but did
not specify improvements.
"In the residence hall program
I've already seen some definite
change," he said. "Both the
physical facilities and the administration are showing improvement. With our new director of residence life (Ann Zanzig),
who is responsible for student
contact, we're already seeing
some good. healthy changes.
"My hope is by putting all
student life under one department, we can get more leadership
programs, supply more aid to

MU names
new safety
coordinator
Leonard E. Bedcl has been

student organizations, and get
better r.ipport with students in
general."
Fisher cited other areas
revamped this summer:
"We changed the career office
to place emphasis on career
opportunities for students," tie
said."We're putting aconcern on
the needs of people with the idea
of helping them enter the environment academically and
socially. So we're looking for the
human relations area to improve
the MU environment."
"A real priority is educational
support programs for studentsthey're already there but we need
to bring them together under one
location. It would help to make
all our programs in this area more
available and simpler to find and
use."
The full impact of Student
Affairs' reorganization won't be
felt until much later. Fisher
admitted his optimism, and said
"the people involved" must make
it work.
-1 believe the new peole we've
hired. plus all others with new, or
at least re-defined, jobs, will
make this a success," he said.
-But it's our ball now...we've got
•to carry it ourselves."

named safety coordinator for
Marshall University.
Bedcl. former safety director
for General Tire and Rubber Co.
of' Jeannette, Pa..joined the .
administrati\'e services staff in
July.
Bede! will be responsible for
establishing and enforcing safety
standards on campus. said Harry
E. Long. MU administrative
scr\'ices director. He also will be
monitoring Occupational Safety
and Health Administration
regulations and responding to
recommendations of visiting
safety officials
Hedcl recei,ed aB.S. degree in
industrial management from the
llni,·ersity of Cincinnati. He has
held s,afcty positions with
Teledyne Isotopes ofSandusky.
Ohw and was assistant health
physicist for Monsanto Research
Corperation. Miamihurg. Ohio.

resigned effective
u1ckerson na<l expressed atack Bilcwicz
15 as assistant dean of of
of confidence and trust in Fisher Sept.
life. She will be working
as vice president of students, a student
a doctoral degree in
position he will assume Aug. I. toward
education administration
Dickerson's letter charged that athigher
the University of Pittsburgh.
Fisher had a selective remem- She
had several job
brance of the May 24 conversa- offershasfromalso business
and intion.
•
In December 1976, Fisher gave dustry.
Bilewicz
said
she is leaving
Dickerson excellent. very good because she has accomplished
her '
and good on his efficiency rating. major goals at Marshall and
His attitude was excellent; work because of the better ophabits. work quality and depen- portunities in Pittsburgh.
dability listed as very good.
Receiving a good rating was
Dickerson's knowledge of the
job, and employe and public
contacts.
Remarks by Fisher about the
rating said job knowledge would
increase as Dickerson became
more accustomed to Marshall.
Also, they described Dickerson
as verbal, philosophical,
argumentative, abrupt and distracted from the focus of dicuss1on,Mund, vice president of student affairs, resigned last March
effective Aug.I. Replacing him is
Dr. Richard G. Fisher, former
dean of students.
Mund said he felt he had
accomplished his major goals at
Marshall and that there was now
Jane Bilewicz
Dr. Richard W. Waite little he could do or offer
Marshall.
Return.~ to .ffhool
Take.I' 11ell' job
Mund is working in the corheadquarters of Mobil Oil "What I came here to do 1s
committee stated that the univer- porate
New York.
sity, in considering Dickerson's in Waite,
done,"
she said. "A women's
associate dean of stu- center exists
future had examined his ex- dent development,
s on its own and
resigned Aug. Iknow it will goit'from
pressions of lack of confidence in 19 to accept a job
As far
at Ohio as work with here.
Fisher as vice president of Stu- Dominican College in Columbus,
student
dent Affairs, that he would not Ohio.
organi1ations and Greeks, 1feel
accept a demotion due to the Replacing him will be Kenneth they've come quite adistance."
reorganization of Student AfAs one of the first top woman
director of counseling administrators
fairs. his working relationships E. Blue,
in Student Affairs
group resources.
with Student Activities per- andWaite
and
at Marshall, Bilewicz says
he is leaving she feels
sonnel, and his manner and style because ofsaid
she
has
had some effect.
the better job opporin conducting his jOb.
the level of
tunity. "I have no major "I thin» I'veaschanged
far as women in
It described his manner as problems with the reorganization awareness
higher
education
administrative
"abrasive and tactless" and that of student affairs," he said. positions.Ott she said.
he overlooked sound ad- "There simply comes a time to
ministrative procedure in con- ask yourself where you're Presently, no one has been
ducting policy and programs. It going- and there was really no hired to replace Bilewicz.
also described Dickerson as place for me to go at Marshall."
possessing a challenging, pom- Waite, former director of the
pous style, which at the time of Student Development Center.
his firing last August, was of was recently named Associate
greater concern that his Dean of Student Development
educational qualifications.
with the reorganization of stuHe was one of three
Amemorandum from Fisher dent affairs.deans
in th: Student
dated May 16 reprimanded associate
Division.
Dickerson for failing to inform Affairs
Sources said the change in
Fisher of any knowledge Dicker- position
was accompanied by a
son might have had of a
cut in salary. Waite,
demonstration by black students $2,700
however, would only confirm his
over the reorganization of Stu- salary
cut.
dent Affairs. The protest oc- The hadnewbeenassociate
dean of
curred during spring examina- student
development, Blue, ha.s
tion week.
astaff member since 1970.
The memorandum said been
for administraDickerson's "failure to let him He is responsible
of Marshall's human
(Fisher) know of the demonstra- tion
relations programs. The field
tion was not an acceptable act on includes
minority, women's, inbehalf of the university."
students and
The two men exchanged letters ternational rehabilitation
May 25 accusing each other of vocational
programs.
Counseling.
health
distrust.
student orientation are also
• Fisher's letter said on May 24 and
his responsibility.

contended in his appeal that he
"had no confidence in Richard G.
Fisher, dean of students, and
could not work with him." The
dismissal stemmed from a disagreement between the two men,
according to Stamp.
The BOR based its denial of
the appeal on whether Dickerson
had been given due process in his
case, not on whether the university was justified in firing Dickerson. Material submitted to the

through
23.main
The artistic
exhibit
focuses October
on five
modes:
abstract
expressionism,
American
surrealism, the precisionist
aesthetic and minimalism, pop
art and realism. It is the first of
aseries of exhibitions focusing
on twentieth-century American
art in the Whitney's permanent

collection.

JENNIFER
DALE
CHALLIS
PRINT
SLEEPWEAR
goes back
to school
with juniors
"Jenifer Dale" and
back to school go
hand in hand. Young,
alive, more fashion•
able than ever in
challis print with tiny
pink roses on acream
background. Sizes 5
to 13.
Robe, 24.00,
Gown, 14.00.
LINGERIE ...ON SECOND

Store hours; 10:00 .until 5:00; Mondays until 8:45.

925 Third Avenue. 529-3171. Ashland 324-8744. Ironton and
South Point (377 exchange); call Toll Free Enterprise 3170.
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Over the
Rainbow
Work or play, this sweater
makes fashion points.
From Pandora in
snowflake design, '22.
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The wear-over-everything
jumper with side ties and
floral print trim. In green and

rust from Darling Debs, '24.
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Years of American Art, 19451975,"
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its permanent
collection,
isfromon
display
at the Whitney
Museum
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Marshall aims for improvement
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Agrader smooths gravel over the shop, has left the familiar territory for
former site of the Sandwich Isle, a other parts as the demand for some 400
shop that fe<t MU students for 30 parking places gets its way.
years. John Stafford, who owned the

. from I,age I)
(( .ontanued
Hayes announced April 14
that Dean of Students Richard
G. Fisher would assume the
position of vice president for
student affairs in combination
with his responsibilities as
dean, which he also would
retain.
Because it was an internal
appointment and the vacancJ
was not advertised, there were
some initial questions raised as
to its legality. However,
Affirmative Action Officer
Marvin Billups said the move
was in compliance with the law
because it is a combination of
two positions rather than an
existing V<'~ancy.
"What happened.'' Billups
explained in April. "is the consolidation of two positions. one
which was held by Fisher, and the
eliminat10n of one position."
In May. Charles E. Dickerson.
associate dean of students. received a letter of dismissal from
Hayes. The letter informed
Dickerson that his services would
no longer be needed after Aug. I.
Dickerson appealed the decision to the Board of Regents'
Appeal Committee and in aJuly
26 ruling, the committee upheld

the d1sm1ssal
Ihe comn11ttec·s
decision
\\as based
on \\hdlv·r
duc pro..:ess had bcen afforded
Dickerson by uni,ersity offic1ab.
according to 1-rederick Stamp.
Appeals committcc chairman
Acrnrd111g to Stamp and
mat..:rials submitted to the comm11tee. the d1snmsal stemmed
trom a d1sagrecn11:nt bct"'ccn
I-asher and Dickerson; Dickerson·, e:-.prcs,ions ot lack of
conhdencc in Fisher as viac
pn:sidcnt of studcnt affairs;
Dickerson\ rdusal tu accept a
demotion duc to reorganization;
his allcgcd "a bra she" manner in
\\orking with other university
personnel: and his manner of
conducting his job. which was
described as counterproductive
to t,hc university and lackmg in
sound admimstrative procedure.
Dickerson sent two lc~ters to
Gov. Jay Rockefeller concfrning
his dismissal and filed a complaint with the E4ual Opportunity Commission in Pittsburgh,
according to Bonnie Frye, his
former secretary.
The reorgani,ation of the
student affairs division consolidated four sections into three:
student de,clopment. student
experiential services and student life.
~

Ihe associate
dean for
dc,clopment
is r,•sponsibl~
1'or
•
'
human relations. counseling and
group resourccs. and lcarni~g
scn ices. 1he associate dean tor
student e,pcncnt1al services is
1csponsiblc tor financial aid and
career placement sen ices. The
associate dean for student life is
111 charge of student activities and
cultural e,ents. residence life. and
student organi,at1ons
Dennis Montrella. former
din:ctor of studcnt aid. was
appo1n!cd associatc dean for
experiential services.
The posititm of associate dean
for student development was
originally filled by Dr. Richard
W. Waite. former director of
student development. Sources
said.the appointment wasaccompamed by a$2.700 cut in salary.
Waite confirmed he had received
a cut in salary but would not
confirm the amount. Waite
resigned effective Aug. 19 to
accept the' position of dean of
student services with Ohio
Dominican College in Columbus,
Ohio.
Kenneth E. Blue was promoted
in August to fill the vacancy left
by Waite. Blue was former
director of counseling and group
resources.
~

~
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JIMMY BUFFET
Changes in Latitude
EMOTIONS
Rejoice
RITA COOLIDGE
Anytime
FLEETWOOD MAC
Rumours
PETER FRAMPTON
I'm In You
BARBRA STREISAND
Superman
• KISS
Love Gun
CROSBY, STILLS &NASH
CSN
• JAMES TAYLOR
J.T.
eves
Going For The One
• STEVE MILLER
Book of Dreams
• MARSHALL TUCKER
Carolina Dreams
9ALICE
COOPER
Lace and Whiskey
• DOOBIE BROS.
Livin' on the Fault Line
• ALAN PARSONS PROJECT
IRobot
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Best Of My Lo including:

Howij Il(nov,...:_!/AFee11ng ls/B•·8

"·""''My.,_,_
Love WouId Sl/p.4w
"""'tAsk
·-,,,hbors "' 1led8y

including:
My Heart BelongsTo Ma
Don't Believe What ~u Read/Answer Me
Lullaby For Mysalf/New York State Of Mind
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theologian at the turn of the 17th
century.
The book is adigest of the basic
doctrines of salvation as conceived by the two theologians. ··
Fletcher was acolleague of John
Wesley whom Wesley had hoped
would be his succe~sor, but
Fletcher preceded him in death.
Arminius authored the five articles known as "the
Remonstrance" which tempered
extreme Calvinism and became
an influence. both directly and
indirectly, on reformed
denominations modifying their
earlier creeds so as to allow for a J
freer man and softer deter- IL,d
mm1sm.
The book, a 66,000 word
volume published in paperback, H
.is available where Marshall text- n
books .are sold.
hI
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REPUBLIC
NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE Co.

522-6151
236 W. 7th Ave.

Army band
to perform
at Ritter

Corrections

'I
Errors in The Parthenon may
be reported by calling 696-6696 M
between 9a.m. and noon.
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JAMESJTTAYLOR
including:

Handy Man/Bartender's Blues
Your Smihng Face/Terra Nova/Tratt,c ~am

A~~COOPER.
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The Solitaire Diamond
Alone in its beauty ...
Symbol of love-and achievementThe perfect tribute to the perfect woman.

, (No More) love at Your Comenience

from$250

---·
Sale good September 5-10.

,q.,

The U.S. Army Field Hand ahd
Soldier's Chorus will present a
free outdoor concert at Ritter
Park's ampitheatre at 8 p.m.
today.
1~
The concert, sponsored by the
Huntington Publishing Co., will
be moved to Huntington High
School's auditorium in case of
ram.

Welcome Back

FLEETWOOD
Rumours MAC

BARBRA
STREISAND
STREISAND SUP.ERMAN

"The Arminian Arm of
Theology", a new book by Dr.
Howard A. Slaate, chairman of
the MU Department of
Philosophy, has ·recently been
published by University Press of
America.
The two-part work, Slaate's
sixth work, deals with the
thought of John Fletcher, first
Methodist theologian, and his
precursor by acentu'ry and ahalf,
James Arminius, left-wing Dutch

Slaate's book published

George S. Wallace III
to service college
seniors and graduates
with their !ife insurance needs.
By appomtment only
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Educ·alion. has.. been named
assistant vice prisident for
academic affairs.
Other personnel changes inelude the resignations of Dr. L.
Aubrey Dre\\ery Jr .. dean of the
College of Business and Applied
Science. and Dr. Bernard Queen,
dean of the Coll~e of Education.
Drewery resigned to accept a
position with another university.
Queen is no"' director of developmcnt and cxccutive director of
Marshall Uni,crslly Foundation,
Inc.
Dr. Sara E. Anderson.
assoc1atc dcan. will ser"c as
interim dean of the College of
Business and Applied Science
until Drewery is replaced Dr.
Jack1· C. Maynard.
assistant
pro essor ol educatton, 1s now
sernng as assistant dean of the
College of Education.
Dr.· E.S.,. Hanrahan, former
cC'hhairman
Department of
· o,hasthe been
em1stry.
appointed
dean of the newly created College
of Science. Hanrahan's appointment became effective July I.

Here again for
the fifth year ...

Our entire stock of $6.98 LIST PRICE
YOUR CHOICE

Former Associate• Dean of
•s
tudents Jane B"lI ew1c1
accepted
ademotion to assistant dean for
student lifc in early July. but later
resigned. dfcctiw Sept. 1S. to
pursue a doctoral degree at the
Uniwrsity of Pittsburgh.
Mary-Ann Thomas of Denver.
Colli.. has been hired as associate
dean for student life and will
assumc duties Oct. I. Thomas is
currently counselor and coordinator of student health services
atC:ollcge.
Arapahoc
Community
Littleton. Colo.
She is
,1Iso an instructor in the college's
behavioral studies division.
Rcorgani,ation in the
academic
affairs division began
with theappointment of Dr. Noel
J. Richa rdaffairs.
sas viceRichards.
presidentwho
for
academic
succeeds Dr. A. Mcrvm
Tyson.
assumed duties Jul~ 5- Prior thto
accepting
a position
Marshall. Richards
was deanwi of
arts and sciences at Rhode Island
College.
Dr. William S. Deel, former
associate dean of the College of

•

Student lite dean 'to urge participation'
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More residence hall programming and women's activities are
needed at Marshall, according to
Mary-Ann Thomas, associate
dean for student life.
Thomas, from Denver, Colo.,
was on campus Thursday and
Friday for interviews with
students, faculty and administrators.
She will be responsible for
coordinating all areas of student
life, organizational act1v1hes,
residence hall life and the entertainment and cultural aspects of
campus life, said Dr. Richard G.
Fisher, MU vice president for
student affairs.
At an annual salary of$16,000Thomas is one of the highest
Photo by J.G. MURPHY plus,
paid women administrators on
Mary-Ann Thomas
campus.
Dean /i1r .1twlent life
"She also will be involved in
helping set directions for .the
division in its relation to the
university as a whole," Fisher
said. "She was chosen because
she is the besfqualified- without
adoubt."
Thomas, who lived in a
residence hall during the August
Doctor's Memorial Building clinic is not yet fully geared to and
September interviews, said
handle the number of students
has added a new dimension to coming
in. "We are changing our
student health by increasing the
system
daily
to
meet
the
needs
of
number of available services and
putting those services in one the students, adding help when
needed," she said.
location.
MU's student health service is Two additions to the staff
being provided by Family Care Allen
said, will be Certified Nurse
Outpatient Clinic (FCOC) a Practitioner,
from
teaching affiliate of the Marshall the UniversityJanieof Egbert,
Virginia at THOMAS J. TOLLIVER
University School of Medicine.
and apharmacist
Staff Writer
The clinic is located on the first Charlottesville,
that stul!lents may have the An MU graduate has filed suit
floor of Doctor's Memorial sobenefit
of
having
prescriptions
against
Marshall President
Building, 1801 Sixth Ave.
filled there.
Robert B. Hayes and the West
Virginia Board of Regents
According to Ann Allen, coor- To get in and out faster, Allen (BOR),
he was undi"nator of nursing for FCOC, encourages students to come in justifiablycharging
a master's
before students requiring medical the afternoon or better yet by degree from denied
the
university.
attention such as X-rays or lab appointment.
said that the In the suit, Gerald E. Surmacz
services had to go to Cabell- clinic welcomesAllencriticism
since of Wilmerding, Pa., is seeking
Huntington Hospital. With the ther major goal is for better
merger of the two, students will student
reinstatement to the university's
service.
have the advantage of more
psychology program and
doctors, extended hours, X-ray FCOC is open seven days a anclinica-1
the field, plus $155,services, lab facilities and week; Monday through Saturday 000M.A.in incompensatory
and
physical therapy. It will be more 8a.m. to 8p.m., and Sundays and punitive damages.
convenient for students not hav- holidays 9a.m. to 5p.m. Health
ing to run from place to place, she services are open to all MU Surmacz charges in the suit he
students who have paid the twice was denied admission to
said.
Allen describes the operation student activity fee and have a candidacy for a master's degree
so far as "chaotic" because the validated ID card.
"arbitrarily, capriciously and
without any justification, ::ven
though he met all the
qualifications necessary to be so
Harold T. Murphy, associate Murphy earned his bachelor of admitted to candidacy."
professor of modern languages, arts degrea from Marshall and his This denial of candidacy
has earned a Ph.D. from the masters degree from Vanderbilt resulted
of aclinical
Universidad de Jaime Balmes in University. He did additional internshipin atthe alossVeterans
graduate work at Case Western m101st ration hospital Ad-in
Mexico.
Universidad de Guana- Pittsburgh, according to SurMurphy completed his degree and thein Mexico.
requirements in July, and his ju.ato
A member of the Marshall macz.
dissertation was titled "Un Es- faculty
since 1960, Murphy also He had completed 33 of the 36
tudio de Un Mito Literario has taught part time at the Ohio credit hours required for graduaPeruano: 'La Perricholi' University branches in tion and the internship would
"("Study of aPeruvian Literary Portsmouth and Ironton and at have accounted for the remaining
Myth: 'L'a Perricholi'"). Ashland Community College. three hours. according to James

MU health services
add new dimension

also aeducation." Thomas said
Marshall's programming is pretty
well balanced, but she will urge
more student participation in a
wide variety of activities -from
rock to opera.
"The student should say 'I
chose because} am informed'- in
many areas, such as music, art,
attitudes, politics, sex, religion,"
she said, "instead of saying 'I am
choosing from inherited values.'
"MU programming can't gear
everything to help all students,
but if students desiring achange
will demonstrate a need, that
need can't be denied."
She said she would work to
identify the needs of women on
campus and said she was appalled
the campus has no day-care
facilities.
Serving under the associate
dean will be Ann E. Zanzig, new
director of residence life.
Thomas will also be involved in
student discipline.
"I will be an advocate for the
student, but I will not exclude
society's laws," she said. "In
some instances Iwill recommend

A. Colburn, Surmacz's attorney.
'Tve met all the catalog requirements for adegree, and they
just haven't met their end of the
bargain," Surmacz said.· "I just
want what's coming to me."
Colburn said his client was
never told of the reasons behind
the denial of candidacy and was

not allowed toappear at university hearings of his case.
C. f. Mitchell, director of
university relations, said school
officials would have no comment
on the case except in court. He
said they arc prohibited from
discussing a student's record by
federal privacylaws.

Student's suit charges
M.A. degree denied ·

Murphy earns doctor's degree
•

she chose Marshall because the
"restructuring" left a position
open that will challenge, yet
provide opportunities.
Other activities Thomas will
handle are the legal aid program
and the student code of conduct.
"Students don't just work, they
also live," Thomas said. "Thty
can get a lot of learning from
residence hall living, group interactions and their own individual actions.
"It isn't students don't know
how to participate, rather it is up
to the university to provide
activities ·where students can participate."
Dennis J. Montrella, associate
dean of student •experiential
services, said the administrattoi.
of student life has been understaffed in the past.
"Now more people will be
covering the responsible areas of
anything not strictly academic,"
he said.
"MU is no longer acollege, but
auniversity. It has acommitment
to bring students in, not just for
enrollment, but to experience
different backgrounds. This is

Hatfield named math chairman

Dr. Steven Hatfield, associate
professor of mathematics, has
been appointed acting chairman
of the Mathematics Department.
Hatfield succeeds Dr. Thurmon Whitley, associate
professor, who asked to be
relieved of his duties to devote
more time to teaching, said Dr.

E.S. Hanrahan, dean of the
College of Science.
A member of the Marshall
faculty since 1963, Hatfield earned his B.S. degree from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University, and his M.S. and
Ed.D. degrees from West
Virginia University.

agrowing experience rather than
confinement.
·The student has the option to
establish desirable behavior accordine to the law. If he or she
does not like it, the student has
the right to say: 'I won't be apart
of this society.' "
Thomas was assistant to the
associate dean at Kent State
University during the 1970 student unrest, a year before the
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2for 1! Buy two Jax/Rax Roast
Beef Sandwiches for 89¢ with
this money-saving coupon.
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Two 10-Speed Bicycles will be given away FREE by every JAX/RAX
ROAST BEEF RESTAURANT on October 9, 1977.
No purchase necessary. One boy Winners will be informed by mail
will win and one girl will win. Just and telephone. The winning names
complete the entry form below and will be drawn Sunday,October 9,
1977 at 10:30 a.m.
take it to any participating JAX
RAX ROAST BEEF RESTAURANT. Look for the Win-A-Bike poster at
Or mail your name, address and participating Jax/Rax Roast Beef
Restaurants listed below and take
telephone number to:
JAX /RAX WIN-A-BIKE CONTEST, advantage of the coupon offers
throughout the contest.
2524 Winchester Avenue
Ashland,Ky. 41101 .
RE&T..A..UR.A..NTt!I
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RE.VLON BEAUTY
CONSULTANT
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STATIONER'S INC.

No Purchase
Necessary.
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to the good. The students nc.:d
the proposed gym, and the
dissenters are preventing those
needs from being met "
Assuming her position at
Marshall Oct. I, Thomas is
currently counselor and coordinator of student health services
at Arapahoe Community
College, Littleton, Colo. She is
also an instructor mthe college's
behavioral studies division.

WINFREE!I10-SPEED BIKE

(The New Advent Loudspeaker.)

When you can offer anew version of the best-selling, most imitated speaker
in the country, you might as well say it loud and clear.
So then. Here we have (and you can too) the New Advent Loudspeaker.
The original Advent became abest-seller by offering the full ten octaves
of• audible frequency response (with unsurpassed clarity, musical balance,
and
goingnatural,
price. unexaggerated overall sound), for a fraction of the previous
The New Advent has the same overall kind of sound (for the same kind
of price), but with more high-frequency output to take advantage of recent
improvements in recordings and broadcasts. The difference isn't gigantic
(there wasn't that much room for more), but it's definitely there for the hearing.WeAndofferit adds
lustre tointhesystems
best instarting
records,attapes
and FM broadcasts.
The more
New Advent
$bXX.OO And if you
want to replace your speakers, we'll give you the best trade-in value we
possibly can.
So come hear something worth hearing. It puts cost-no-object sound
within reach and reason.

shootings. She was locked for
many hours in an office with the
dean, apoliceman and astudent
to protect tnat student from
alleged threats by Students for a
Democratic Society. "Kent's
campus, at that time, was rumorcontrolled," she said."The whole
p01:>Iem at Kent was one of
student thinking.
"It is asad thing that happened, but now it is time to move on

~
J\:ESTAUJlANTS

J\:EEITAUJ\ANTS
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Next to Merr,v.ial Field House
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MUCC to emphasize
business, technology •
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Mrs. Mack Jarrell of Ceredo and
Mrs. Jane Page of Huntington.
Linda Naymick has been appointed coordinator of the Community College Retailing
Program. Naymick, a Huntington native, developed and put
info effect the Cabell County
school's adult distributive education program.
John M. Glenn of Gallipolis,
Ohio, has accepted a full-time
position as coordinator of the
Chemical Technology Program.
GJenn, anative of Colorado, with
graduate work at Case Western
University, earned his teaching
certificate at Rio Grande College.
Another appointment is
Patricia Gunn, a Huntington
native and graduate of Boston
Coll~ge Law School. Gunn will
be coordinator of the Legal
Assistants Program.
A Boyd County, Ky.,
businessman and educator has
been appomed coordinator of the
Community College's general
business program. Matthew
Young of Ashland received his
master of arts degree in business
education from the University of
Kentucky.
Anew class designed to improve study skills is offered this
fall by the Community College.
The class will be divided into five
study units: reading efficiency,
note taking, preparing for essay
examinations, and the design and
development of research papers.
Also included is asection on selfmanagement.

MU adds VA physician
to med school, VA staffs

□

ColSheetor No-s Al\lrionnflatorfitted
st_y/ej. Cotton/polyester blend.

The Community Cc,1·.ge has
shifted its emphash toward
business and technical areas, said
the director of the college.
' We're going to add additional
programs and curriculum,, with
a large number of students,"
announced Dr. Paul Hines,
director of the Community
College.
Hines discussed the growth
pattern of the Community
College, which tends to point
"" towar , business and technical
areas. 'ihis -also the first time
for secon . ,ea programs, he
said.
The Community College was
originally organized for Cab 11,
Wayne, Mason and Lincoln
counties. Many students have
returned to school after being
away for several years. I 'fhey
usually go on to Marsbajl, H cs
saicf.
, _ ;"'
Many positions ve been
filled this summer, including the
coordinator of the Occupational
Safety and Health Technology
Program and the coordinator of
the Food Services Management
Program.
Michael Bunting, head chef at
Guyan Golf and Country Club
sine~ 1974, will teach courses and
supervise other instructional
personnel in the Food Services
Management Program. George
Frisch of Charleston has been
named coordinator of the Occupational S~fety and Health
Technology Program.
New coordinators of .the
college's secretarial program are

z.-

~~~'Z. -. .

8.84·

Dr Robert E. Burch has
accepted aposition as professor
of medicine with the Marshall
Medical School effective Sept. I,
according to Dr. Paul H.
Guilfoil, chief of staff for the
·Huntington VA Hospital.
Burch, aformer staff physician
at the Omaha VA Hosipital, will
serve schief of medical services
with the VA Hospital in addition
to his duties as aprofessor with
the medical school.
"We are pleased to be able to

share Dr. Burch's services with
the VA Hospital," Dr. Robert
W.Coon, MU medical school
dean said. "He will be an asset to
our teaching staff"
Agraduate of St. Louis University School of Medicine,
Burch has taught at Case Western
Reserve University, Columbia
Univers1ty College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Creighton University School of Medicine and the
Medical College of Georgia

Sunday deadline in pageant entries
Women interested in competing in the 1978 Miss West
Virginia Pageant should submit
their applications by Sunday,
according to pageant officials.
Applicants must be between 18
and 28, never married and sixmontll residents of West Virginia.

Contestants arejudged on poise,
personality and phys1caf beauty.
All interested persons should
write to the Miss West Virginia
Pageant headquarters, 603
Schrader Ave. Wheeling, W.Va.
26003. Letters must include a
recent photo, a brief biography
and phone number.
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Warning:Credit Cards Can Be
Hazardous To Your Wealth.

THE ANTI-INFLATION DEPARTMENT STORE
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Pabst. Since 1844. The quality
has always come through.
Holiday Distributing Co.
Huntington, W.Va.

Wendell, Sam &Joe Porter

Oll•Canipus briels
Rockefeller names
three new regents

New charges leveled against Lance

WASHINGTO '-Budget
Director Bert Lance ran one of
his Georgia banks like afamily
"playpen," a congressman said
Tuesday, referring to overdrafts
that Lance and family members
• had made at abank he headed.
However, a former federal
CHARLESTON-Three new
Russel
L.
Isaacs,
45, of bank
said he did not
West Virginia Board of Regents Charleston, president of the think regulator
Lance's banking practices
members were appointed Tues- Heck's Inc. discount store chain dis4 ualified
him from public ofday by Gov. Jay Rockefeller, who and member of the Kanawha fice.
also made one new appointment County Bo<1,rd of Education,
and one reappointment to the from which he is resigning to Rep. ernand St. Germain,
state Air Pollution Control Com- accept
the Regents appointment. chairman of a House banking
mission.
said that "while I
They replace three members subc~mmittee,
Rockefeller announced the whose
not want to prejudge, the
terms expired June 3- do
appointments at a news con- former Gov.
evidence Ihave seen to date leads
Okey
L.
Patteson
of
ference which also was the occas- Mount Hope, Mrs. Elizabeth 'tie to believe that Bert Lance, his
sion for the swearing-in of Dr. Gilmore
Charleston and ttlhi~ and friends regarded the
George Pickett as state Health Frederick P.ofStamp
Jr. of WheelDepartment director.
Patteson and Mrs. Gilmore,
Appointed to six-year Board of ing.
members
of
the
board
since its
Regents terms were:
inception in 1969, were ineligible
reappointment because law WASHINGTON-The UnMrs. Sue Seibert for
Regents members from ited States and Panama gave final
Farnsworth, 37, Wheeling at- prohibits more
than two con- approval Tuesday to the exact
torney and daughter of former serving terms.
language of the Panama Canal
House of Delegates Minority secutive
On the air pollution control treaties as President Carter began
Leader George H. Seibert Jr. comm1ss10n,
Rock:efeller ap- marathon talks with hemisphere
- Paul J. Gilmer, 58, of pointed Dr. Allen Hamner, 35, of leaders gathering for the formal
Charleston, director of the Op- Buckhannon, to a vacancy and signing of the accords.
portunities Industrialization reappointed coal executive L. Carter's first Latin American
Center, which conducts basic and Newton Thomas Jr., 49, of visitor was Pllnama's head of
vocational education programs Charleston for a new five-year government, Omar Torrijos, one
here.
term.
of20 government ci\iefs converging here at what is illed as the
first hemisphere st:immit conference in adecade.
The treaties will be formally
signed during nationally broadCHARLESTON-The last kept about 30 per cent of the cast
ceremonies at 7:30 p.m. EDT
holdouts in West Virginia's coal district's 10,000 miners from Wednesday.
fields gave up Tuesday and working.
returned to work, ending a IO- "We don't know who they are," By contrast, the formal initialweek wildcat strike that cost the he said.
the (\nal
in.dustry millions of tons of At its height three weeks ago, ing of textsat ofa brief
State
production and the miners more the strike involved 85,000 miners agreements
Department gathering Tues<\ay
than $74 million in wages.
in five states. But it dwindled was
and almost perfuncIn addition, the strike cost the until only 11,009 were off·last tory.low-key
In a sense, however, this
United Mine Workers Health Friday, all of them in southern
culminated 13 years of
and Retirement Funds $28.4 West Virginia and eastern Ken- event
often ,difficult negotiations.
million, according to a lucky.
spokesman for the West Virginia Exactly what ended the strike "We have come to the end of a
Coal ,Association. Acutback in was not known. But apparently it very Jong road," said the comedical benefits paid by the was lack of money, the reopening chairman of the U.S. negotiating
funds set off the strike June 22. of school Tuesday and the ap- team, Ellsworth Bunker, as he
While production began retur- proach of the Dec. 6expiration of initialed the documents for the
ning to normal in West Virginia, the UMW contrat with the United States.
the strike lingered in eastern Bituminous Coal Operators
Kentucky's UMW District 80. Associaiton. Anationwide strike The initialing for Panama was
Robert said
Carter,unidentified
president pickets
of the isis expected
by its chiefBethancourt,
negotiator,
district,
signed. before anew contract performed
Romulo Escobar
Ry The A<1 ociatNI PrKII

Calhoun First National Bank as
their playpen to be used as they
pleased," he said.
St. Germain's remarks came as
the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee met separately to
consider what its chairman, Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
said was serious new evidence •f
illegalities by Lance.
Ribicoff and Sen. Charles H.
Percy, R-111., said Lance ought to
resign so he can defend himself.
President Carter was noncommittal Tuesday when reporters
asked if lie thought Lance should
resign.
"We'll see about that later,"
Carter said. Lance has denied

wrongdoing and restated his
intention Tuesday of remaining
as budget director.
The House subcommittee is
considering new legislation that
would put tig/1 er controls on
banking.
Lance and members of his
family made major overdraws of
their checking accounts at the
Calhoun bank, which he headed,
according to the office of the
Comptroller of the Currency,
which regulates national banks.
In addition, Lance took large
personal loans from New York
and Chicago banks that his
Atlanta bank had deposited

and the Panamanian minister of
education, Aristedes Royo.
,Escobar said this was a"very
happy" occasion for him.
Lawyers for the two countries
had been working on Spanish
and English language texts since
the basic terms of the new treaties
were agreed to in Panama fou;

weeks ago.The first treaty call~
for the United States to relin4msh to Panama all sovereignty
over the Panama Canal Zone by
the year 2000. The second
recognizes that the United States
can intervene militarily after that
to ensure the neutrality of the
canal.

C-anal treaties' language approved

Miners return to work,
ten-week strike ends

money in interest-free accounts
as part of business relationships
The congressional panels also
are investigating Lance's
acknowledged practice of pledging the same collateral for two
different loans.

Suspended
civil servant
seeks job

CLARKSBURG -Barry
Evans, Huntington's suspended
city manager, has been discussing
anew job with two members of
the Clarksburg City Council, a
council member said.
Evans met with the councilmen
at aParkersburg restaurant Friday.
"There was no decision reached," said Vice Mayor Albert
Heck. "We were just getting
ac4uainted with the gentleman."
Heck said Evans expressed
interest in the city manager job
being vacated by Patsy Trescost,
who is taking another job with
the City of Clarksburg.

Something alittle different.

The2050monarch
eale
'Third li"Venue
Mon. thru Fri.
IOAM-3AM

Members &Guests
Proper ID Required

Sat. &Sun.

IPM-2:30AM
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Homecoming
Concert

HEART

at the new Huntington Civic Center
on Friday, September 23, 8:00 p.m.

BUY NOW &SAYE

First 3,000 tickets only at $5.25
and only to MU students
after that they will be $6.25 &$7.25
Tickets available at Opus One in
Memorial Student Center

Must present MU ID
One ticket per ID

I
Help yourself
by helping others.
Receive up to $60 amonth by donating on
aregular blood plasma program.
Call for appointment to fit your class
schedule. We have anew bonus program.
New extended hours...donate after class or
work. 7:00 am lo 6:30 pm on Monday and
Wednesday. 7:00 am to 3:00 pm on Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday.

Bring Student I.!).

HYLAND Donor Center
C.11 hr appollllaNf 697-2800
631 fMrth AY.....

,i·•·
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The MARSHALL ARTISTS SERIES invites Marshall University students to enjoy

TWELVE GLORIOUS EVENINGS THIS FALL

III
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
I

OCTOBER

Twelve glorious evenings are yours this fall as the Marshall
Artists Series introduces an expanded Mount Series for 1977-78.
Through the activity fee, full-time Marshall students are paying
less than 44¢ aprogram.Truly an entertainment value!
The new Mount Series includes programs formerly presented
in the morning as Convocation Series events. Now, with the deletion of the morning series, all programs are held at night, making
them available to amuch wider segment of the student body.
TICKETS
Tickets for Baxter and Mount Series events are available two weeks
prior to each event at the Marshall music department office (Smith
Music Hall 154). Tickets remaining after the advance distribution
will be available at the door an hour before each event. The Marshall student ID card serves as the ticket for Forum Series events,
unless advance tickets are announced. There are no reserved
seats.
"PRICES
Marshall students with first semester ID and activity cards may
atten'8 all programs listed at no charge. Students with only the
ID card may purchase tickets at half the regular price:
Feminine Plural
$1.50
Vienna Choir Boys
$2.00
Anthony &Joseph Paratore $2.50 $1.50
Shakespeare's People
$2.50
Rowe String Quartet
$1.50
Pittsburgh Symphony
$5.00 $4.00
Jeffrey Siegel
$1.50
The university catalog describes special options for part-time
students and spouses of full-time students.

Feminine Plural

Pittsburgh Symphony

II
II
II
I

I

II

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Mount Series
8p.m., Smith Recital Hall
Founded by Imperial decree In 1498, this is the mos(
popular choir to ever tour America.
ANTHONY and JOSEPH PARATORE ................. 11
Baxter Series
8p.m., Keith-Albee Theater
Youthful duo-pianists In amagical evening of musical
elegance.
SHAKESPEARE'S PEOPLE .......................... 18
Mount Series
8p.m., Old Main Auditorium
Sir Michael Redgrave stars In this celebration of
Shakespeare In words and music.
GERMANY .................................. .22
Forum Series
8p.m., Old Main Auditorium
Cinematographer Dick Reddy narrates his color film
on one of Europe's most exciting countries.
SOUNDS FOR SILENTS .......................... 27
Forum Series
8p.m., Smith Recital Hall
Pianist-organist Rick Sowash provides live background
music for the classics of the silent screen.

I

NOVEMBER

Paratore
,· Brothers

\'ienna C'hoir Boys

GUEST TICKETS
Astudent may purchase aguest ticket for Baxter and Mount Series
events at half the regular price. Astudent may purchase aguest
ticket for Forum Series events for $1.
REGULATIONS
ID cards must be presented with all student tickets for Baxter and
Mount Series events.
Smoking is not allowed in auditoriums. The taking of photographs
and the use of recording equipment is forbidden during perform.ances. Latecomers are seated during natural pauses in programs.
Those who must leave during programs are asked to wait for
periods of applause.
·

SEPTEMBER
FEMININE PLURAL. ... ......................... 15
Mount Series '
8p.m., Old Main Auditorium
lel/q~ Bloke stars In afascinating and sensitive portrait
of the women of Shakespeare and Wilde at their most
dramatic and vulnerable moments.

ROWE STRING QUARTET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Mount Series
8p.m., Smith Recital Hall
Quartet-in-residence at The State University of New
York of Buffalo.
AGELESS INDIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Forum Series
8p.m., Old Main Auditorium
Film-maker Ken Wolfgang shares his personal pilgrimage to this mysterious and beautiful land.
PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA .............. 10
Baxter Series
8p.m., Kcith-Albrc Theater
Andre Kostelanetz conducts this world-famous American orchestra.
NORTHWESTERN ADVENTURE. ................... 18
Forum Series
8p.m., Old Main Auditorium
Humorist-photographer Don Cooper invites you aboard
afun and fact-filled trip to Oregon, Idaho and Washington as he goes westward ho-ho.
REMINISCENCES ;;and RECITATIONS ................. 29
Forum Series
8p.m., Old Main Auditorium
English actor Peter Bull presents an evening of theater,
teddy bears, reflections on the Anglo-American scene
and much, much more.

DECEMBER
.leffrey Siegel

Shakespeare',; People

JEFFREY SIEGEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Mount Series
8p.m., Smith Recital Hall
Hailed as a"master of the keyboard" on both sides of
the Atlantic, this American pianist hos captivated
audiences from London to Tel Aviv and throughout
America.

III
II
III
II
II
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That'sTurnament
all, passes
folksinto history
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By KEN SMITH
tournaments have enabled the tournament spread good will
~por , tditur
Association to con- throughout the country. Teums to make the tournament a
AMarshall athletic inslltution Alumni
tribute more than $55,000 to were
and coaches I've success."
will mark lls tenth- and last Ma
rs hall activities in the last five spokenimpressed,
with said they felt it was a The Classic has its own potenanniversary this Decembet
)
cars._.iccording
to
Dr
Everett
N
.
lirst-class
tournament."
Ihe M.irshall Memorial Intial, Hayes noted. "We must
\llat1onal (MM I) basketball Roush. alumni affairs director.
capitalile on what the new
tournament will he terminated Reaction to the end of the
the success of the tournament has to offer," he said.
alter 1h 11th playing Dec. 9-10 MM I has not been heavy, MMDc,I,p1t1=
thorc arc advantages with
1dkiff noted. "Of course, there Clas,ic,Ahcrdccn
and he replaced in 197!! by the M
noted. Co- The Thundering Herd has won
Wc,t Virginia Basketball Classic. ha, been some reaction just from the
the tournament will be a seven
standpoint of those who hate hosting
of the JO previous MM I
f'hc new tournament will be tothe ,cc
boost
to
West
V
1rginia
basket- tournaments,
the
tournament
go,"
he
including a 98-8!!
,pomorcdjointly by the Marshall
he explained "That's one overtime
"But the only negative ofball,"
win over !I.CAA
and West Virginia University said.
our
aims.
Also.
we
want
it
to
athletic departments and 1s reaction I've seen has been in a be a prestigious tournament as tournament-bound Idaho State
letter
printed
in
the
(Huntington)
in
the
championship
round last
scheduled tentatively to be first Hcrnld-D1spatch."
was the MMI."
year.
played 1n Morgantown.
Marshall and WV Uwill be Roush said the only negative Marshall President Dr. Robert Ihe final tournament this year
featured mthe Classic with two reaction he recalls was also the . Hayes said he felt the MMI will feature Auburn, Oklahoma
other teams to be invited each letter in the newspaper. "And the B
\\as an overall success. "It State and Southern Illinois in
year.
just starting, I doubt if contributed greatly to the athletic addition to Marshall. Pamngs
The board of directors of the ,classes
students
have
had
time
to
notice
and other aspects of the \\ ill be announced later, accorMarshall Alumni Association, the tournament's end," he said. program
he said."I appreciate ding to John Evenson, sp·orts
which sponsors the MMI, voted The MM I was a"tremendous allun1vers1ty,"
the \\ork the alumni have done information director
last month to end the 10-year-old boost"
to
Ma
rs
hall
athletics,
said
tournament. However, the mo- Athletic Director Joseph H.
tion to end the MM I included a McMullen. "It really helped us
provision that it could be renew- improve our image," he noted.
ed under Alumni Association "But
now, moving on to the West
sponsorship should the West Virginia
Virginia Classic ever be ter- forward."Classic is another step
minated, according to Alumni McMullen said scheduling
Association President Ezra A. problems helped kill the MM I. "1
Midkiff Jr.
unfair to expect ateam
"The decision to end the thinkgetit'sready
for three tourMARSHALL UNIVERSITY
tournament wasn't aspur of the tonamen~s
a
he explained."If
BOOKSTORE
moment thing," he said. "It was a we kept theyear,"
MMI, we'd also have
STUDENT CENTER
result of some very careful con- the Classic and the Southern
sideration."
post-season tourney
Midkiff said scheduling Conference
play."
problems were the main cause of to Scheduling
difficulties have
the MMI's demise. "I realize' already
the Classic, he
we've given up an awful lot," he noted. hampered
"The
first
Classic is the
said. "But if there are 14 week after Christmas,
197!!," he
Southern Conference games, the said.
"That'
s
smack
in the middle
Classic and the MMI, that leaves of the Christmas break.
since
the athletic director with only had the .i,oid in the But
schedule
about seven games with which to we
left by the MM Iand conference
work.
If
Marshall
wants
to
games to worry about, that's the
Athletes undergo stretching exercises l"no10 by All"' :-.Ml IH schedule
teams like Ohio State best we can do for now."The first
and Louisville on a home-and- Classie
to be played in Hunhome basis, there's got to be some tington depends
on the compleleeway."
tion
of
Marshall's new arena,
The primary purpose of the
said. "If the multiMM I has been carried out, he McMullen
purpose
facility
t ready in
said. "Ray Hagley and Pete 1979, the Classic isn'
will be plavcd
Proctor, who helped found the again in the WVU Coliseum.
tournament in 1967, wanted to things look good for 1980,"Buthe
get national exposure for said.
Marshall," Midkiff explained.
basketball coach Stuart
' I'd say that has been the case." W.Head
"Stu" Aberdeen said he was
By KEN SMI
Devotion.
wasn't spared if Hamrick's Hagley and Proctor died in the impressed with the success of the
Sports Editor
November,
1970,
Marshall
air
Bobby Coleman sat with the kicks missed the protective net,
previous MM Itourneys. "I have
Sweat.
other injured gridders on the the stadium reverberated with a disaster. and the award for most agreat deal of respect for the job
It streamed down Ed sidelines,
watching his healthy sound sure to turn amaintenance valuable player in the tourna- of the Alumni Association,"said
Hamrick's fac~as he s4uatted on companions
ment
has
since
been
presented
and
ihouting
enman'
s
st~mach.
the tepid astroturf of Fairfield
"Hyperextended
annually in their memory. the first-year head coach. "The
Stadium. Sliding his white couragement.
knee," the senior told an Players practiced fielding Midkiff said he would like to see
helmet down over his matted onlooker.
pµnts
at
midfield,
and
if
a
kick
the award continued.
"But
I'
l
l
be
out
there
hair, the junior placekicker grim- soon"
was misjudged or dropped a "We (Alumni Association)
ly returned to his stretching As the season opener nears, coach
shouted extra encourage- have talked to WVU officials
exerciseas theheat on the field practice
generally ment. "Line 1t up! Let's go!" about maintaining the Hagleyseen11ngly was bottled up by the become lesssessions
physically deman- roared a mentor as the players Proctor trophy," he said. "We'd
overhanginghaze.
like to be at the top of the hst in
ding. Two-a-day sessions were trudged to another exercise.
Exhaustion.
sponsors for the Classic."
week. while "hitting"
Center Greg Smith sat uown ended lastis just
now winding up. (See "Practice," page nine)
Profits from the previous JO
heavily on the bench, his 240- practice
However, last Friday's single
pound frame momentarily wilted session
demonstrated the
by temperatures nearing JOO physical still
conditioning a player
degrees on the playing surface. willfully endures
to earn aspot on
His ordinarily curly brown hair
hungin lifeless loops around his theNotvarsity.
all is grim, however. An
perspiring face. Urging himself easy, sometimes
ribald humor
onward, he rose to rejoin his tills many of the players
as they
teammates.
toil under the uncooperative sun.
Frustration.
Apair doing stretching exercises
Asophomore defensive back discussed
the relative merits of
limped along the sidelines, his
women, while a
braced lower leg nothing more double-jointed
cool Frank Ellwood
than adead weight attached to his seemingly
sardonically asked a spectator,
knee. Gazing out over the field as "Hot
enough for you?"
the others worked out in the During
the first hour of pracstiflingheat, he looked over to tice footballs
careened freely all
another injured player and over the stadium
as if on special
muttered, "Only been here 15
to maim a
minutes and I already need a
The scoreboard
drink ..."

MUB

9uy now while quantities last
soft two-inch thick

l"actice involves
agony, dedication

Stadium Cushions

Mini
Ads

Classified
OBS

(

WAITRESS : $1.76P"r hour plu ll"""rous
t1p:a

Apply 111 P-,.>hon. HongKong hm 358

S,·v,.,Hh $1.

JOBS AVAILABLE ATTENTION
STUDENTS. w
~ti.,-. iu0 """' JOOS~YJOLibl~
1lus I.di II you hJ\I~ 01-..•or two days lrt.'~ lrom
1. L,:i.: . .~ plt. •-.1S4..· ~fy tor PJTI t1nwJCX> OIJ'!llill~
MANPOIA'ER TEMPORARY SERVICES,421

bth Str..-i.1 529 3031

Il;LL,TIME Jt>bJ11J,Libl,•.d.1yhour. Applyon
·1 ~m K,.-uh A
l~·t> Buld1119.Su,1~ 300
HELP WANTED:Full ur p.,ro-tur,.•lur d•y•or
lbULI 51h A. .l••

,'-l·nnl9'> Apply mpt.'hon. JAX Roast Beef

PART-TIME1..•rnpk,y~n1 lor 1.'olll.'~ slud,mts
I Nvu. S1!.1lood Hou::.t.•Rab .md BurgerSI-lop
,1 919 blP- Avt>: Spl I :.hilt LAil be Jrr.:1nged
L11-..hi;hl1froml030.im lo230p.m Duuwr
h 4JO I> -n 10 930 pm $2 30 perhourplus
M,.ils n<luded Phone 523 1166 Cont.Kt
Mllic."l ,r M~ Pierson
~

(NOTICES)
Lost &Found

LOST DARK gr•Y cat wllh bl.,ck,trope> &
sm~~ .lround t,ul, whne chest, sromach and
u I Hind egs white Answeirs lo boots.
\-\1..•Jr nq red flt."d colldr V,;\lh fled repellent
ket Loso Sept 2!rom 14417th Ave Good
rl.'Wdrd 523 7815

Insurance

COLLEGE SENIORS :Contused about L,le
ed ~nt Sy appomtment only
G,-or9" S Wallace Ill 522 6151

Insurance'> Get tx>nest answt.>rs from an
t.>xf)l'r

Office Equipment
DRIVE ALITTLE save alot KinstlerBusiness

Mdchmes {typewriters) 903 15th Strt."et,
Kl•nov.:1. 45::S-2608 We sell th~ best and serVICe
tht. rest

Miscellaneous

El ECTRIC STOVE :lree 523 5099
REWARD for mformal>on leadmg to the arrest
dconv1C.t10n of the person or personswho
ook astereo record pL,yer from the th~dfooor
Sm•~ Hall List weekend. Contact 8,H
Rogers, The P•rtl-erl01"adviser,315Smoth Hall

with durable vinal covers
and convenient tote handles.
(FORSAlE)
custom imprinted
Auto
with MU design
A$2.50 value priced at $1.79.

.

FOR SALE 1974VW bug. Good conditoon.
Z2,CXXJ miles. Leather seats. rad10,sunroof Can
5234801 after 5pm.

There's just one word for beer.

Full-time job available,
day hours. Apply in
person Keith-Albee
Building, Suite 300

.IA•ro
:1=n:~n~~"":,

OW SHOWING IN FULL STEREO SOUN
'STAR WARS' -THE YEAR'S BEST MOVIE

"What we have here is a
total lack of respect for
the law!"

Burt

Reynolds

I

I

Tonight
1 1:10-9:05 I

~~

K•:tTH-A I.B•: E

I-2-3 S2S-1311 "Buford Pusser...

RIil
CHAPTER

~.,_.11AA--..w.--11A~'1W~lli.. there was aman!"
DOWNTOWN

R

HELD OVER!

Today 2:55-6:00-9:00

WlKll l B

Today 2:15
4:35-7:00-9:20

)
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Conterenee championshi()· predicted
By KEN SMITH
Sports Editor

When it comes to his football
team, Herd coach Frank Ellwood
doesn't mince words. And he\
the first to admit it.
The third-year football mentor
has gone on record several times

predicting Marshall will win the
Southern Conference grid title in
1t ·first year of eligibility. And as
for aperfect season.
'I've said it once ad I'll say it
again, when we take the field this
fall we won't be outmatched by
any team we play," Ellwood says.

eiComment-ana~si
ndefatigabls byeKenjoSmiumal
i
s
t
th

'I

"We play 11 and wehaveashotat
winning 11."
However, Ellwood points out
his predictions aren't unrealistic.
"I know the list of unbeaten,
untied teams in the NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic
Association) Division I is very
small," he says. "I know we'll
.have good days and poor days.
I'm just saying we have the raw
talent, the capacity to play evenly
with every team we face."
The former Ohio State
quarterback said he feels the
winning edge in football can be
an intangible element. "Look at
individual players, for example,"
he notes. "For Marshall, there's
Howie Harris-6'5", 240 pounds.
Let's say he's on our offensiv:
line facing Ohio University.,
Lined up opposite him is aplayer
who could be his double-6'5",
240 pounds, the same ability, just
different uniforms.

"Now, what'sfthe difference?
There are two identical individuals, yet one will come out upset win over Miami of Ohio).
on top. One will hAve the ll be prepared this time."
confidence, the desire, whatever We'During
s game
it takes to make the winning Ellwood willSaturday'
he facing some old
edge."
Before he came to
Sheer confidence in his team is associates.
prior to the 1975
one of Ellwood's selling points. Marshallhe was
atop assistant to
"I know the players can do the job season,
Bill Hess at Ohio Universithis year," he says. "We'll be coach
Thus, Ellwood knows Hess,
ready for Ohio Saturday. It ty.
Hess knows Ellwood.
won't be like opening day last and"The
fans will see two similar
year."
In the 1976 season opener at teams out on the field Saturday,"
Morehead State, ahighly-touted Ellwood admits. "I didn't work
Thundering Herd was routed 31- personally with many of Ohio's
14 by the Eagles in agame later current players, but I've got an
forfeited to Marshall due to the idea of what it'll be like.
"It's like I said earlier. Two
use of ineligible players. Forfeit teams,
physically the sameor nt, Ellwood says such a what's thc;.;~ifference?
Who will
performance won't occur again hav~~e~"
against Ohio.
"We really laid an egg last year After home games against
against Morehead," he recalls, Morehead State and Toledo, the
"and there's no one to blame but Herd travels to Boone, N.C.,_ to

Asports column can serve any of several functions. It can be a
personal analysis of an event, strictly factual, strictly opinion,
lighthearted, serious, informative, entertaining-any of these, or
perhaps none at all.
During the course of this semester this columnm will fill most of
the aforementioned niches. There will be times when it will be so far
out in left field it will belong to acategory not yet invented. But
there is one stipulation-it will be interesting, provocative, and if I
do say myself, damn good.
There is more to presenting asports page than merely reporting a
score, especially ascore that may be derived from any of several
media outlets. There is more to sports reporting than printing the
views of acoach without putting those views to the test of careful
analysis. In agrowing athletic department, information must be
put in perspective. What may be important, but so are how and
why.
There is one thing that must be understood about this column. It
is opinion-my opinion. When Ichoose an editorial position, it is 1C'ontinued from page eight) veteran encouraged his compaby careful consideration of the factors involved. By no means do 1 3:50 p.m.-time for abreak at nion. "Suck it up."
attempt to imply that the conclusions reached here are the only last. Gatorade was practically
conclusions. There are as many opinions as there are individuals. inhaled as the tired athletes "C'mon, you got to get rid of
Mine is merely the observation of areporter covering the Marshall s2ught t~ replenish the fluids they that pot!" a player chided a
as workouts resume.
Athletic Department.
on the astroturf. teammate
Back on the bench, the injured
This is not my first position on The Parthenon, nor will it be the left behind
merely hung wet towels discussed
the prowess of
last. Those who have read my work in previous semesters know I Others
about
their
heads
and
let
the
cool
Parkersburg High's football
have covered everything from beauty pageants to massage parlors,
sooth their parched faces. program.
from Ashby Leach to Claude Geiger. I-keep my straight news water
"C'mon, let's get on the field!
straight. It may be assumed everything on this page not labeled let's
go!" Ellwood shouted. The Adefensive back leaned on the
"commentary" is not acommentary. The only opinion presented time
is 3:52.
bench, his leg securely bandaged.
will be in this column or labeled appropriately.
•"Only
'nother hour, man," a "Coulda gone to Western
Some in the Marshall community may consider me aC"ontroversial figure. Ihave been raked over the coals for my coverage of the
Miss Huntington Pageant. And my views on my hometown
newspaper are fast becoming legend. But Ido not seek controversy
for the sake of controversy. Rather, Iselect aviewpoint because it is
the most honest representation of my personal opinion.
Smee this is a column of opinion, any letters or response Anyone interested in becoming Room 154 at 9a.m. today for a
regarding any material printed on the sports page are encouraged. a basketball manager for the one-hour meeting, according to
Letters should be sent to 311 Smith Hall or delivered to me 1977-78 season should come to Athletic Director Joe McMullen.
basketball offices in
personally in the newsroom from 9a.m. to noon Monday through the
non-credit physical fitness
Ciulli ·kson Hall Room 110 at 2 Awill
Thursday.
be available to alimited
The column will also be open to guest writers including, but not p.m. tiiriday, according to head class
number
of rtudents beginning
limited to, former Parthenon sports editors Rocky Stanley and Lee coach Stu Aberdeen.
Sept. 12, according to coaci.C:arr
Ann Welch. In short, any comment concerning the Marshall
McCalla. Students intere&ted
All candidates for varsity should
athletic community or its Parthenon coverage is welcome.
report to the women's
It's going to be a good semester. I'm looking forward to teams (men and women) are gymnasium
at 2:30 Sept. 12, he
urged to come to Smith Hall said.
reporting on it.

Practice involves

Sports briefs

CAM'
S
HAM

yard-plus scrimmage performance.
Junior 4uarterback° Bud
Nelson completed 16 of27 passes
for 245 yards, while wide
receivers Ray Crisp caught six
passes for 130 yards and Todd
Ellwood five for 99 yards. Junior
placekicker Ed Hamrick booted
field goals of 39 and 30 yards.
In action Saturday involving
Southern Conference teams, The
Citadel edged Wofford 7--0 and
Western Carolina lost to
Jacksonville (Ala.) State 21-16.
Neither game will count in
conference standings.
In other games involving ..
future Herd opponents, Miami of
Ohio downed Dayton 26-23 on a
late field goal, and Akron beat
Wayne State 24-14.

-------------------------·
Welcome back to the Big Green.

Michigan," he told acompanion.
"But the weather's too bad ...can't
hack those extremes, you know."
"Pitt would be okay," another
fantasized. "Yeah, Pitt's pretty
decent..."
f:-n onlooker pointed to a
diminutive-looking player
fielding punts. "He's kind of
small, isn't he?" she asked Bobby
Coleman.
"Yeah, he is," he replied. "But
he's fast. If he weren't, he
wouldn't be"'here."
And from the sidelines asweatdrenched back yelled for his
Gatorade...

WIITIB

open its first Southern Conference race against pre-season
favorite Appalachian State.
"It'll be abig one, and it's down
there in Boone," Ellwood admits.
"But I don't think the home
advantage is as importnat as in
basketball, where the crowds are
much closer to the playing are'.l."
Appalachian State lost to
Southern Carolina Saturday 3217 in anon-conference game.
The Herd's offense lived up to
its pre-season billing Saturday
during a closed scrimmage· at
Fairfield Stadium. The Green
s4uad (first team) pounded the
White 48-12 as Michigan State
transfer Claude Geiger ran for
137 yards on 22 carries.
Geiger seems to share
Ellwood's confidence-the junior
running back earlier predicted a
2,000-yard season and national
scoring tit!e for himself. The 6'3",

HAM
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offler Hair S1yling Shop

BEEF
FISH
BBQ

• Body Process
• Male Shags
• Avanti Look
• Mark Ill
• Ruffle Look

820 10th Street

809 1st St.
522-7012

Appointments Availab/8
523-8385

FROM PIED PIPER &FISHER~

By the people for High Times &Good Rock n' Roll

ASHER MC-3000 AM-FM RECEIVER
HER~
'-s
BSR C-20 ATURNTABLE
100

with built-in 8-Trock Tope player, reg.
$199.95.
with pause control, reg. $79.95.
FISHER
MSl
10
TWO-WAY
SPEAKERS
with 6" woofer and 3" tweeter,
reg.
$139.90.
Reg.
$419.80
ONLY

249

5

THE FINEST FROM

1,_t,·, FISHER
ACS-1005
I

I:\

------,

Southern 'Return to Forever'

i Brick

FISHER MC 3050 STEREO RECEIVER with cassette recorder/ player &8-trCKk recorder/ player
and automatic "!cord changer, reg. $419.90
FISHER ·Ms 120 TWO 2-WAYSPEAKERS with
8" woofer and 3" tweeter, reg. S159.90 pr.
Reg.
$579.80

Rumored to be in the vicinity of

ONLY

HUNTINGTON MEMORIAL FIELD HOUSE
ON SATURDAY NIGHT SEPT. 10 AT 7:30PM

IIWIBB

As punishment for their crimes these varmints are sentenced to play
for the people for the paltry sum of ss.oo advance s6.00 day of show

Tickets for the hanging cQn be had at Opus One in the
Student Center, Memorial Field House and all the usual outlets.
AROS DD &ASSOCIATES PRODUCTION

Reg. s459.80

FISHER~

************
PLUS * Doing their number
*************
one single 'Dazz'

i

FISHER MC-2000 AM-FM
RECEIVER
FISHER 225 XA TURNTABLE
FISHER MS 125 SPEAKER
SYSTEM
with 8" Woofer, 8" Passive Radiator and
3" TWEETER. only •299

FISHER
ACS-1001

s399

FISHER RS 1022 AM-FM
RECEIVER
with 44 wults RMS Power, reg. $199.95
FISHER 225XA TURNTABLE with
base and dust cover, reg. $99.95
FISHER XP680 3-WAYSPEAKERS,
reg.-$319.90.
only •399

Reg. s619.80

OPEN
Mon. 9:30-9:00

Fri. 9:30-8:00
Daily 9:30-5:30

CHARGE
IT

YES

We'd love to
see ya. There's
awhole new
world of listening
just waiting
for you.
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Focus

[ntcrtainmenl highlights and fealures
from Jhe Tri-State area

StarFilmWars
sequel probable
By PENNY AUSTIN
Entertainment Editor
By now I'm sure almost everyone has seen the
biggest thing to hit town since Jaws.
Of course I'm talking about the movie Star
Wars. Anyone standing in block-long lines may
have guessed that the movie is atremendous hit
everywhere.
Within weeks of the release of this space flick,
sales of Star Wars' paraphernalia were shot into
the hyper-space bracket of profits (if you'll
pardon the expression).
T-shirts, books, magazines, fan clubs, luncl.
boxes: they all have emblazoned on them some
character or logo from the film. Already there is
awidespread rumor that asequel will be made.
The movie's ending establishes the perfect
atmosphere for a sequel. Remember the evil
"Black Darth" escaping into the nether reaches
of the galaxy?
So, it's my bet the producers, fully aware of
the commercial possibilities of a sequel, will
make another episode in which fans can
indulge.

But the important question is, why did Star
The movie's plot is not unique. There are no
gripping moments of suspense and no passages
of worthwhile dialogue. What is left is the
bizarre, science fiction the~.
Perhaps it's the subject of space itself-the
vast outreachings of the mind that draws
viewers by the droves to movie houses across the
country.
I venture to add that these people, myself
included, flocked to see it out of a kindred
allegiance to the television series "Star Trek." I
conclude that Star Wars has captured the
public through an unadulterated love of space,
and even adesire to speculate on the future.
However close Imay be to the actual reasons
for Star Wars' popularity remain to be seen, and
for those few unfortunate ones who have not
delved into this.picture, the movie is a"must see
to believe it" fype of affair.
Until the next Star Wars, "may the force be
with you."
Wars have such atremendous impact?

Almanac

meeting at 3:30 p.m. in the Sunday
newsroom, Smith Hall Room
department and the
311. All staff members are Pro'Recreation
s Club are holding aroundrequired tu arteqd.
up at Camp Arrowhead on Blue
Sulphur Road starting at Ip.m.
Organized games, canoe rides,
Wednesday
Friday
food, drink, square dancing and a
are planned. Tickets
Lambda Chi Alpha will have a
Alpha will have abeer, campfire
may be purchased in Gullickson
TGIF with Sigma Sigma Sigma wineKappa
and
cheese
party
at
8
p.m.
at
Room 104 or in individual
at 8:30 p.m. at the Lambda Chi the Kappa Alpha house. All Hall
recreation classes. Transportahouse.
rushees invited.
tion is available if necessary.
Scholarship athletes and
women's track will meet at 8p.m
in Gullickson Hall Room 120. ·
Everyone must attend.
Auditions for "Purlie Victorious," aplay about civil rights,
continue at 7p.m. today IOld iii- A~ditorium
University Chri'itia
Fellowship w·11 meet at 8p.m. at
Dr. N.B East, associate prot'!"~or mspeech, is directing the
play scheduled to oI' Oct. 5.
the Campus Christian Center. 05siefheDavis
play is acom~:l' l
"Sf ,r •1\ eBia ks East
All pers re 1•• itc<'
said he hopes t he play will er.co mvolvernent of Blacks in
the MU theater.
Thursday
"Purlie Victorious" will be entered in regional competition of
the American College Theater Festival at the University of
The Parthenon will have astaff South
Carolina, East said.
tlmanal' if publishtd d•ily as • calMdor OJ
upcoming ,,. rnr, and ltap,wnint, ofittUrrJI lo tltte
\/anltall rommunit_11. ltr1tu should IH subntitttd
to Th" Parth,non vffi~•.'imilh Hall Room JI I
prior to 10 a.mon thr daJ' brfort publicetion.

AB\JBBLe PiPE1biS
NOTHARMFUL
YOURHeALTH .•.
,. •AS LONG AS You
OON•T
iNHALe. H

0

00
0
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ANew Scientific Discov•':f','
Not AHoro;cope
Charts Your Up And Down Days
By computer
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*

our specialty

Steak
Subs
529-7581
CALL FOR CARRY-OUT

SANDWIGI SHOP

1521 FHrlll A••·

HI, MARCO!
HOW DOES
MARSHAU'S
TEAM LOOK
THIS YEAR?

Roles open in black play

It Will Not Forecast Your
Future, But You Can Choose Your
Best Days For Tests, Important
Decisions And Just Enjoying Life.
*
For AShort Time You Can
Order 'four One Year Computer
Generated Biorhythm For $8.00
From Any Cashier in the Store.

*

Give Your nome, Address,
Dote Of Birth And $8.00.

*

Your Chart Wilr Be Ready
For You Two Weeks lote r
Al Stationer's Bookstore Office.

•

e"

OIT<r Jood lhrouih S.,pl•mb<r 10. 1977.

WE MAY HAVE BEEN
ALITTLE SKEPTICAL AT
FIRST, BUTTHATWAS
BEFORE WE FOUND THIS
TEAM PLAYER TO GIVE
US AWINNING SEASON.
NO RAZZLE-DAZZLE;
JUST GOOD OW
KNOW-HOW.

~
HOWDOEv
Tf/lSNEW
1£AM rLA'f£t
STACK UP?

/ - FANTASTIC ... LEADS
INTERFERENCE THRU
THE FRONTLINE OF
71/IT/ON FEES, BLOCKS
OUT ON RUSHING TEXTBOOK COSTS, INTERCEPTS THE SPIRALING
PRICE OF CLOTHING, AND
TACKLES ROOM &BOARD
EXPENSES.

/
ti

You don't have to
be on asafari to wear
this bush jacket and
slacks. Even in the city
you're bound to capture some admiring
looks.

WHERE
DO YOU
FIND THIS
SUPERSTAR?

ON THE CORNER OF
5TH AVENUE AND
18TH STREET. THAT'S
THE5THAVENUEOFRCE
OF THE TWENTIETH
STREET BANK!

The team player to do it all!
HOURS:
Monday thru Friday
7:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
Saturday
7:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.
321 Tenth Street

IO

-~~ TWENTIETH
STREET BANK
1751Member:
Fifth Avenue
FDIC

